Introduction and previous research
The possibility of referential null subjects in Old English (OE) has received a lot of attention in recent years (Rusten 2010 (Rusten , 2013 (Rusten , 2014a Coppess & Pires 2013; van Gelderen 2013; Walkden 2013 Walkden , 2014 . Empirical findings (see particularly Walkden 2013 , Rusten 2014b ):
• Referential null subjects are never very frequent; overall frequency varies by text
• RefNSs are sensitive to person: 3 rd person subjects are dropped more than 1 st and 2 nd
• RefNSs are sensitive to clause type: they are rare(r) in embedded clauses Claim (Walkden 2013) : RefNSs are a feature of Anglian (as opposed to West Saxon).
• All texts that display RefNSs productively are either Anglian or Anglian-influenced.
• (Though could this apparent distribution be epiphenomenal? See Rusten's talk today!)
Object of my talk today: to see whether the above patterns hold of Middle English (ME) too. ME is less well studied with regard to RefNSs:
• Visser (1963: 4ff) presents isolated examples (cf. also Ohlander 1981) .
• van Gelderen (2000) gives more data:
o Small quantitative study of early ME using an earlier version of the PPCME2 (Kroch & Taylor 2000) o In Layamon's Brut and the History of the Holy Rood Tree, 'pro-drop is highly exceptional ' (2000: 137) o In the Katherine Group, it is 'quite frequent'.
(1) þa he hefde þus idon. sende hire þus to seggen hire wil he hefde iwraht.
when he had thus done sent her thus to say her will he had worked 'When he had done so, he sent to her to tell her that he had done what she wanted.' (Katherine Group, St. Juliana; CMJULIA,97.28; cf. van Gelderen 2000: 143) (2) Ah beoð se cleane ouercumen but are so clean.ADV overcome 'but they are so completely overcome' (Katherine Group, St. Margaret; CMMARGA,80.397; cf. van Gelderen 2000: 143) o There seems to be a person asymmetry as in OE (van Gelderen 2000: 137) o In later ME, from 14 th century, RefNSs are very rare (2000: 146)
• Rusten (2014a): a quantitative study of the whole history of English.
o Looks at overall frequency of RefNSs in 10 ME texts.
o For whole sample: 0.8%. Highest single text: 3.4% (St. Katherine).
o Contests the claim that RefNSs are 'quite frequent'.
• As yet, no systematic investigation of: 
A new quantitative investigation
• Search of all texts in the PPCME2
• Aim: to find and count: o a) overt personal pronoun subjects o b) referential null subjects (RefNSs) • Carried out using CorpusSearch 2 (Randall 2005 (Randall -2007 RefNSs are tagged distinctly (*pro*) from cases of CR (*con*) and null expletives (*exp*).
• 397 instances of *pro* in PPCME2, but not all relevant:
o Some are 'jussive' clauses (imperatives with subjunctive verb form), as in (3).
These are also found in OE: see Walkden (2013: 157 • A step-down logistic regression, incorporating text as a random effect and the other predictors as fixed effects, was carried out using Rbrul (Johnson 2009 ). 
Results

Differences between texts
• Eyeballing the table above: as for OE, most texts show a frequency of overt pronouns of 98-100% in all clause types, or only one or two examples.
o RefNSs were (probably) ungrammatical by the grammars underlying them.
• A number of texts exhibit null subjects to a greater extent: in particular, the Katherine Group (Hali Meidhad, St. Juliana, St. Katherine, St. Margaret) minus Sawles Ward, and the Trinity Homilies. Ancrene Riwle and Kentish Sermons also seem to have something going on.
• All these texts are 13 th century or earlier (MX1, M1 or M2).
• All these texts are (East or West) Midlands texts or Kentish -though this is unsurprising, because there are no Southern texts in the corpus before M3, and no Northern texts before M2.
Differences between clause types
• As in OE, in some of the texts that robustly exhibit RefNSs, null variants are more common in main clauses than in subordinate clauses. favours subject omission, while number has no consistent effect.
Results of logistic regression
The step-down logistic regression indicated that all variables were relevant. In Tables 3 and 4, the log odds values, if negative, indicate a disfavouring effect on null subjects, and if positive indicate a favouring effect on null subjects with respect to the mean.
• 3 rd person favours RefNSs; 1 st person disfavours them.
• Singular favours RefNSs; plural disfavours them.
• Conjoined clauses favour RefNSs; subordinate clauses disfavour them. Text was also included as a random intercept.
• These results are difficult to interpret -likely because of the small number of texts in each category, and the lack of balance for dialect in the PPCME2.
• The dispreference for RefNSs in East Midlands texts is surprising given that texts like the Trinity Homilies are in this variety -but there is a large number of large (later) texts that do not display RefNSs.
4. Discussion, summary and conclusions
Summary
• As in OE, RefNSs are never very frequent in ME.
• Where found, the linguistic factors conditioning subject omission in ME are, broadly, the same as those in OE:
o RefNSs are rare in subordinate clauses.
o RefNSs are rarer in the 1 st and 2 nd persons than in the 3 rd person.
• The texts that display RefNSs robustly are all early ones: 
The role of dialect
• As noted, no Northern or Southern texts robustly display RefNSs, but this is unsurprising given the dates. As a result, it's impossible to decide on the basis of this data whether the claim of Walkden (2013) -that RefNSs are an Anglian feature -really works for ME.
• The Kentish Sermons are interesting, as they have a decent proportion of RefNSs, unlike earlier Kentish texts (the Kentish Homilies and Kentish OE).
o If these data are reliable, then a better cut might be West Saxon vs. non-WestSaxon, rather than non-Anglian vs. Anglian.
o But: only one text (a literal translation from French ; Hall 1963: 669) , and only 8 tokens of RefNSs. Can't be sure.
• Next step: look at texts from LAEME (Laing & Lass 2008 
Conclusion
• ME to some extent continues the rare, but systematic, use of RefNSs found in OE.
• But this can be found in only a very few texts in the PPCME2.
• Were RefNSs dialectally bound in early ME? More research needed.
